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About This Game

Officially licensed version of the “Mensa Select” award-winning board game!

The Laser Game Khet 2.0: Mind blowing laser fun for players ages 9-99. Using simple rules that can be learned in minutes
players alternate turns moving Egyptian themed mirrored pieces, after which they fire their laser with the goal of blasting their

opponents Pharaoh to win the game!

Buy it once, play it on PC, Mac, & Linux!

Features:

 Play locally or online.

 Play against the computer – AI with five difficulty levels.

 Includes “hot-seat”/”pass-n-play” mode for multiplayer using only one computer.

 Full 3D with camera-control

 Full controller and “Steam Big Picture” support
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 Switch seamlessly between playing with mouse/keyboard and gamepad.

 Friggin’ lasers!

 Elo Ratings for online games – ranked on a Steam Leaderboard

 Steam Trading Cards, Badges, Backgrounds & Emoticons

 Dozens of Steam Stats & Achievements.

 The Khet board game is a winner of many awards including “Mensa Select”, “Popular Science: Best of 2011 Toy Fair”,
and was a Toy Association “Toy of the Year Finalist”.

 Steam version has no added DRM and can run everything except the online play & Steam-specific bonuses (Steam
Achievements, Steam Leaderboards, etc.), without any internet connection and/or without Steam installed.
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Title: Khet 2.0
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
BlueLine Games
Publisher:
BlueLine Games
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or better

Processor: 1 gHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+ w/ GL_ARB_framebuffer_object

Storage: 333 MB available space

English,Russian,Turkish,Czech,Polish,French
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Fast and looks cool.. Bought this to play on my Microsoft Surface Book, but was awfully disappointed that there is no pinch-to-
zoom support. Or at least provide a means to zoom in/ out over the touch screen. The only way to zoom in/ out is with the mouse
scroll wheel/ two-finger swipe on the trackpad, which isn’t intuitive for playing over touch screen devices.

Hope the developer will add in pinch-to-zoom support over touch screen soon.

Edit:
After a few games, I've noticed that while reviewing scores at the end of each game, the game closes itself and brings me back
to the main menu after a few seconds. This is extremely annoying as we're not given any chance at all to "de-brief" - (discuss
with our opponents about what happened throughout the game).

Adding on to that, all past games are simply deleted and there is no way to review any of the past games.. Don't get this, even for
$.14 for trading cards; it is too much torture to try and get them.

As for the game itself, it lacks polish. Escape exits without confirmation, there is no way to find the listing of controls, and it is
(not confirmed) impossible to unlock new tracks. Hell, the only race I got more than one point (3 place out of 4 racers) on was a
time trial.

If you want to play an f-zero game, go play the real one, not this.. piloting a plane is painful. One of the best Mod to Company
of Heroes for those who really want to play with a WW1 RTS (like me).. Please for the love of god buy this game!

This game is up there as one of my favourite games of all time. I bought this pack to help support the game's development and
continuation as a game. Thank yo.. I like the idea but this game feels more like an unfinished work in progress than a polished
product.

. Shadow Blade is a fast paced ninja platformer and very better than mobile version
it is a good blend of action and platforming,
some levels are very hard !. Got a few hours in by now and thought I'd give this game a review for anyone who wants some more
info on this indie game.

Graphics on mobs and characters is pretty rich in detail aswell as colour. Speciall & uncommon encounters are well worked.
Traveling merchants however needs some kind of dialogue or tool-tip to give better detail about items for sale.

Soundtrack is just top notch! My personal favorite so far is the one playing in the Casino whilst beting on what Dwarf is gonna
win me money while risking his live running a race of death vs 3 others.

Gameplay is at first pretty tough (unless you go lollipop difficulty) but after a few runs you should recognize what makes a
potential good run. My longest run thus far lasted about 1 hour and took me through 2 bosses and after that death, death and
final death. Weapons scale with different stats.
Lvling just str and nothing else like 5 times or something made me a retard (aka. Savanth) in everything else but gave me extra
super str. Running over bugs on the map gave me a sadistic trait I'm still unsure if it's beneficiall or not. Bagging loads of gold in
the casino apparently made me a *hoarder* wich rewarded me with a spell that allowed me to throw money everywhere to deal
dmg every now and then.

After finding spells more often than not you can later chose to lvl the spells instead of lvling attributes.
Another thing I noticed is set-bonuses from equipping gear of similar types. Although mixing special attributed gear seems like
a better recipie in the long run.

Thers just so much to explore in regards of character building depth it amazes me! Depending on what traits I combine I get
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different set of skills and the npcs can usually be defeated in more than 1 way. Using either speed, stealth, brute force or
blocking\/reading patterns.

Take my advice, get the bloodbags-armour to stash blood from mobs to get better sustain. Get the jesters hat for cool looks and
more gold obv. Also get the shiny golden hammer for more gold, because You want to hoard Gold! ;)
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I think this game was fairly decent. As someone who shamelessly plays dating sims, I can say that having to skip things is fairly
common thing after playing the first route. I however wish that the developer would've made it possible to have a little more
interactions with the characters. Having to play some of the same routes, with the same characters was a little bit odd. Such as
the scene with Damian should've been an option if you're looking for a different character route. I understand it adds to the
drama part of it, but it's hardly mentioned or becomes a big deal afterwards.

As for Monty's route, I agree with the reviews on here. It'd be nice to actually see a transitions within his attitude, also the story
rarely got into much details as to why he was the way he was. It was just mostly based on assumptions, no actual talking was
involved by him. I think it would've been nice to get into more depeth, I understand the game is based on Alex and his own
issues, but the whole point of different routes is to understand and like the characters. I just couldn't like Monty at all, I didn't
understand him till the very end. I just thought he was being possessive and annoying, honestly.

Rick's story was cute, it had some interesting events in it, however for me it lacked some interaction. The whole thing with
Monty and Rick, I think it should've been more brought out. Rick eventually should've been able to confront Monty on his
behavior, or something along those lines. Again the game, seems to briefly mention it, and we are left to assume it just resolves
it's self. I'm a person who thrives on details and it was a miss to me.

I know these seem like complaints more then anything, but I will still add it was a fun experience. The price is a little iffy,
considering you only have 3 character routes and little animation on top of it. Most Dating sims add unlockable characters after
going through the main routes, so I think that might've made it a nice little suprise.

I give this game a solid 3 out of 5. I'm a girl who enjoys her boy love datings sims, and this at least had that for me at least.
Damian's route clearly was the best, or at least in my opinon, and I think the game was mostly meant for him, as you seem to
experinece events with him regardless of what route your going. So yeah.. Decent game, I'll recommend this to people who has
similiar interest in the Boy Love genre. As a regular dating sim, I can't say I was throughly impressed.. RPG Maker 2000. Best
Point and click game that I really enjoyed.. This game - was the business partner of - your mother - and - your dog - and wait til
you read the Steam reviews!. Arson and Plunder is a 2D arcade/beat-em-up very challenging and entertaining game.

Graphically, it's very "cartoonish", something that can sometimes be very different, in a good way.
Mechanically, it's easy to pick up. But this time, although I'm not very friendly to controllers, I'm thinking that this time, with
the Steam Controller, would be a perfect match.

It was a very pleasant surprise.. A cheeky, humorous take on a magical adventure. Have a sense of humor, crack open a beer,
take a long drag, and have some fun.. The story is great and the graphics so beautiful. The game also has amazing sound and well
designed puzzles. I like animal guardians, too.

Cons.:
- map wasn't useful

 I hope steam will release Empress Of The Deep 3 because I wonder if Anna found her people.\t
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